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We propose an axigluon with mass between 400 and 450 GeV and flavor universal couplings to quarks to
explain the Tevatron t-tbar forward-backward asymmetry. The model predicts a small negative asymmetry for
t-tbar pairs with invariant mass below 450 GeV and a large positive asymmetry above 450 GeV. The asymme-
try arises from interference between s-channel gluon and axigluon diagrams and requires a relatively weakly
coupled axigluon (ga = gqcd/3). Axigluon-gluon interference does not contribute to the t-tbar cross section.
New contributions to the cross section arise only at fourth order in the axigluon coupling and are very small
for a sufficiently broad axigluon. Dijet measurements do not significantly constrain the axigluon couplings. We
propose several possible UV completions of the phenomenological axigluon which explain the required small
couplings and large width. Such UV completions necessarily contain new colored fermions or scalars below the
axigluon mass and predict multi-jet events with large cross sections at the Tevatron and LHC.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper proposes a light axigluon to explain the asymmetry observed in the production of tt¯ pairs at the Tevatron. The
asymmetry has been observed in events where both tops decay leptonically [1] as well as in semi-leptonic events [2–5], and it
significantly exceeds the Standard Model (SM) prediction [6–10]. Particularly striking is the mass dependent asymmetry
Att¯(mtt¯ > 450 GeV) = 0.475± 0.114
Att¯(mtt¯ < 450 GeV) = −0.116± 0.153 , (1)
measured at CDF [4]. It shows that most of the asymmetry arises from tt¯ events with high invariant masses, while events with
low invariant masses may even have a negative asymmetry.
A number of different models with new physics contributions to the asymmetry have been suggested [11–60]. Here we explore
the effects of a weakly coupled axigluon [61–63] with a mass slightly below 450 GeV. The mass is chosen to coincide with the
scale
√
s = mtt¯ at which CDF observed a change-over from negative to positive asymmetry. In our model, the asymmetry
arises from the axigluon-gluon interference term of the differential cross section (Figure 1). This term is proportional to the
s-channel axigluon propagator
s−M2a
(s−M2a )2 + Γ2aM2a
(2)
which changes sign at the mass of the axigluon Ma. The signs are such that the asymmetry is negative for s < M2a and positive
for s > M2a , as suggested by the CDF data. It is also interesting to consider axigluons with masses below the tt¯ threshold.
Then the asymmetry is only very weakly s-dependent and positive. Motivated by the sign change of the asymmetry in the CDF
data we continue to focus on values of Ma between 400 and 450 GeV in this paper. Note that our axigluon has flavor universal
couplings to all quarks and therefore no constraints from flavor physics are expected.
To demonstrate that we can fit all relevant data, we compute the tt¯ differential cross section as a function of the axigluon
mass, coupling to quarks ga, and width Γa. The color and spin summed and averaged squared matrix element for the process
u(p1) u¯(p2)→ t(k1) t¯(k2) is [11, 63]
1
4 · 9 |M |
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FIG. 1: S-channel gluon and axigluon diagrams.
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FIG. 2: Plot of the invariant mass distribution of the Tevatron tt¯ asymmetry from interference of the s-channel gluon and axigluon diagrams.
The three curves correspond to axigluons with mass 420 GeV which each produce a 30% asymmetry from new physics in the 450 GeV and
above invariant mass bin. Note that the asymmetry is negative below the resonance of the axigluon. All three example points predict about
-5% asymmetry when integrated from the tt¯ threshold to 450 GeV. To obtain an estimate for the total new physics + QCD asymmetry, one can
simply add the SM asymmetry (about 10% in the high invariant mass bin).
Here we used the partonic Mandelstam variables s ≡ (p1 + p2)2, t ≡ (p1 − k1)2, u ≡ (p1 − k2)2, and we denoted tt = t−m2t
and ut = u−m2t . In terms of the top quark velocity β ≡
√
1− 4m2t/s and the scattering angle θ between the outgoing top and
the incoming quark in the CM frame we have tt = −s(1− β cos θ)/2 and ut = −s(1 + β cos θ)/2.
The second term in (3) comes from axigluon-gluon interference and is odd under the reflection cos θ ↔ − cos θ (u ↔ t),
whereas the QCD and new physics squared contributions are even. Therefore the interference term contributes to the forward-
backward asymmetry but not to the differential cross section dσ/dmtt¯ , whereas the new physics squared term contributes to the
cross section but not to the asymmetry.
The measured pp¯→ tt¯ total cross section, σtt¯ = (7.5±0.48) pb [64] and cross section shape dσtt¯/dmtt¯ [65] are in reasonable
agreement with predictions from perturbative QCD [66–69] σtt¯ = (6.5±0.5) pb while a large new contribution to the asymmetry
is required. This implies that the new physics squared term must be small for all values of swhile the interference term is required
to be large. These two conditions are satisfied with small coupling ga ∼ gs/3 and large width Γa >∼ 0.1Ma. Much smaller
values of the width would produce a noticeable “bump” in the tt¯ invariant mass spectrum while much smaller values of the
coupling would fail to produce a significant asymmetry. The large values of the width which we need require additional decay
channels for the axigluon beyond the decay to standard model quarks. We postpone a discussion of models which accomplish
this until after showing the phenomenological fits.
In Figure 2 we show the new physics contribution to the asymmetry as a function of invariant mass mtt¯ for three different
choices of axigluon parameters. Each corresponds to an axigluon mass of Ma = 420 GeV and a new physics contribution to the
high invariant mass asymmetry ANP (mtt¯ > 450 GeV) = 0.3. Since the contributions from new physics to the differential cross
section are small it is a good approximation to simply add this to the SM value of the asymmetry, ASM (mtt¯ > 450 GeV) =
0.11 [6]. Given the large uncertainties on the shape of the measured asymmetry all three are in good agreement with the
asymmetry data.
Figure 3 shows the corresponding tt¯ cross sections as a function of invariant mass. One sees that for 15% or 20% width,
the cross section shape shows very little distortion from the cross section of the SM alone. The integral of the new physics
contribution under the bump in these two cases is 0.6 and 0.5 pb, respectively. This is well within the experimentally allowed
cross section. For a width of <∼ 10% there is a visible “bump” in the spectrum. However, even 10% may still be consistent
with experiment after taking into account significant smearing due to detector effects and statistical fluctuations. The total new
physics cross section in this case is 0.7 pb.
Another important constraint on many models comes from the absence of large deviations in the tt¯ cross section at the
LHC [70, 71] and the dijet cross sections measured at the Tevatron [72–74] and LHC [75–77]. Since the axigluon in our model
is relatively light and weakly coupled, the LHC top cross section does not give an interesting bound. Potentially more interesting
are dijet constraints. However our axigluon is sufficiently weakly coupled and broad that the bounds are evaded provided that
the new decay channels of the axigluon which are responsible for the large width do not correspond to dijets. We show a plot of
the dijet invariant mass distribution including the axigluon contribution at the Tevatron in Figure 4 where we multiplied the new
physics contribution by a factor of 3 to make its effect visible on the plot. The integrated new physics cross section under the
peak is below the CDF bound [72] for narrow resonances of about 8 pb for axigluon mass Ma = 420 GeV.
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FIG. 3: Plot of the tt¯ invariant mass distribution at the Tevatron.
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FIG. 4: The dijet invariant mass spectrum. We multiplied the new physics signal cross section by 3 to make it more visible.
Finally, our axigluon can modify the coupling of fermions to the W and Z through loops. Such effects have recently been
analyzed in [53] with the result that an axigluon as weakly coupled as ours is completely unconstrained by precision electroweak.
II. A GAUGE INVARIANT LAGRANGIAN
We now show how our phenomenological axigluon may be obtained from a gauge invariant Lagrangian starting with an
SU(3)L × SU(3)R gauge group which is broken to the diagonal SU(3)color by the vacuum expectation value for a bi-
fundamental scalar field φ. The Lagrangian involves some dimension 5 and 6 couplings which we envision coming from
integrating out vector-like heavy fermions with masses of several hundred GeV. The dimension 6 couplings modify the axigluon
couplings to fermions after replacing the φ-field by its VEV.1 The SU(3)L × SU(3)R gauge symmetry is anomalous, requiring
new fermions not far above the TeV scale. We briefly discuss explicit anomaly-free UV completions in later Sections of this
paper.
A good fit to the tt¯ cross section data requires the couplings of the axigluon to be very close to axial. This is natural if
the strong interaction sector of the theory respects parity. However, parity is broken by the weak interactions and SM Yukawa
coupling, and radiative corrections will generate some parity violation in the strong sector. The size of the parity violation is at
1 A similar approach has recently been used to design low-energy couplings of an “effective” Z’ [78].
4Field SU(3)L SU(3)R
Q 3 1
U,D 1 3
φ 3 3
TABLE I: Fields and representations.
least δp ∼ g22/16pi2 log(ΛUV /Ma) >∼ 1% which will give rise to vector couplings of the axigluon of order δpgs. ΛUV is model
dependent and corresponds to the scale of parity breaking in the strong sector. We assume that parity violation in this sector is
negligible and ignore possible small vector couplings of the axigluon.
The Lagrangian is
L = −1
4
(F aL)
2 − 1
4
(F aR)
2 +Q†i/DQ+ U†i/DU +D†i/DD
+
λ2
Λ2
[
(φ†Q)† i/D (φ†Q) + (φU)† i/D (φU) + (φD)† i/D (φD)
]
+ Lyuk + L(φ) , (4)
where Q represents the left-handed quark doublets, U and D are the right-handed singlets, Lyuk gives rise to the SM Yukawa
couplings, and L(φ) contains the kinetic term and potential for the bifundamental scalar φ. FL and FR are the field strengths for
the two SU(3) gauge groups, and the covariant derivatives are
D = ∂ + ig AaT a . (5)
A is the SU(3)L gauge field when acting on Q or (φU) and the SU(3)R gauge field when acting on U or (φ†Q), etc. The action
of parity takes FL ↔ FR, φ↔ φ†, and Q↔ (U,D).
We assume that the scalar potential forces a vacuum expectation value (VEV), φ = f 13 for the scalar. The vacuum expectation
value breaks two SU(3) symmetries to the diagonal, and 8 Nambu-Goldstone Bosons (NGBs) are “eaten” by the massive
axigluon. The remaining NGB from the breaking of U(1)L × U(1)R → U(1)V remains massless at this level. We can give
it a small mass by breaking explicitly the off-diagonal U(1) symmetry with a detφ term in the scalar potential. Replacing the
scalar with it’s VEV we can solve for the mass and couplings of the axigluon by diagonalizing the gauge boson mass matrix and
rescaling the fermion fields. We find the new Lagrangian
L = −1
4
(F aV )
2 − 1
4
(F aA)
2 +
M2a
2
(AA)
2
+ Q† (i/D − ga /AA) Q+ U† (i/D + ga /AA) U +D† (i/D + ga /AA) D + · · · (6)
where now the covariant derivative contains only the gluon field and the SM weak interactions. The axigluon AA = (AL −
AR)/
√
2 couples with opposite signs toQ and U,D. The axigluon mass, its coupling to quarks, and the strong coupling constant
are
mA = 2 gsf , ga = gs
1− λ2f2/Λ2
1 + λ2f2/Λ2
, gs =
1√
2
g . (7)
To obtain a small axigluon coupling ga we choose the fermion mixing parameter λf/Λ to be close to unity; thus the new
fermions cannot be much heavier than the axigluon. In fact, we will be interested in the case when they are lighter.
To implement the SM fermion masses in this model we must introduce Yukawa couplings of the three generations of fermions
to the Higgs field. Because Q and U,D are charged under different SU(3) gauge groups this requires insertion of the link field
φ. For example, the up-type Yukawa couplings could come from a coupling of the form
λu
Λ
Q†H φU → λu f
Λ
Q†HU . (8)
A. The axigluon width
If the axigluon is lighter than all the other new particles in the model it can only decay to standard model fermion pairs. Then
it will have a very narrow width because of the small coupling ga. This is ruled out because it would produce a significant bump
5in the tt¯ invariant mass spectrum. Therefore there must be additional colored particles which are lighter than the axigluon and
which have sufficiently large couplings to the axigluon.2
A very interesting possibility is that this role is played by the heavy vector-like fermions which we integrated out to obtain
the higher dimensional operators in (4). As we will show in the next section, in a UV completion with such heavy fermions the
axigluon does have large couplings to one SM fermion and one heavy fermion
gmixeda ' gs . (9)
Given this coupling, the width of the axigluon is
Γa = Nf
(gmixeda )
2
24pi
Ma
(
1− M
2
f
M2a
)2(
1 +
M2f
2M2a
)
, (10)
where Nf is the number of heavy fermion partners which are lighter than the axigluon and Mf is their mass. We will allow
only the partners of all first and second generation quarks as well as the right-handed bottom quarks to be below the axigluon
mass. Left-handed third generation and right-handed top partners must be heavier because their decay chains lead to copious
production of leptons from W decays. Fortunately, it is consistent with minimal flavor violation and natural to expect precisely
these particles to have significantly different masses because of the large top Yukawa coupling. Thus we will take Nf = 9.
Assuming that the 9 heavy fermions are much lighter than the axigluon so that there is no phase space suppression, one obtains
a tree level axigluon width of 15% from these decays alone. For more realistic masses of Mf = 200 GeV one obtains a width
of 10%.
Of course, the fermions must then decay in a manner which is not already ruled out by existing Tevatron and LHC searches.
Direct decays via off-shell axigluons into three light quarks appear to be ruled out by recent searches for R-parity violating
gluino decays [84, 85] up to fermion masses of 300 GeV.3 However, if the 9th pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone-Boson η9 from the
U(1)L × U(1)R → U(1)V breaking is light, then the heavy fermions can decay into one light fermion and η9. The coupling
responsible for this decay is of order one so that this decay mode would dominate over the three body decay. Decay widths into
SM fermions with massmq and W bosons are suppressed by mixing angles∼ mq/M and are negligible except for the top quark.
The pseudoscalar axion η9 then decays into pairs of the heaviest standard model quarks for which there exists sufficient phase
space. We find that η9 masses in the range 10 GeV to 25 GeV are consistent with experiment, ensuring that it will predominantly
decay to b’s. The lower bound on the mass comes from upsilon decays and the upper bound ensures that the two b quarks from
η9 are reconstructed as a single boosted jet (consisting of two nearly collinear b-quarks). Thus a typical axigluon decay will
result in two light jets and one “axion jet”. We will have more to say about the phenomenology of these states in the final section.
B. Designer widths
Here we consider the possibility that the heavy fermion masses are above the axigluon mass. Then we must introduce
additional states below the axigluon mass to produce the large width. Since the axigluon production cross section at the Tevatron
is very large (between 50 and 100 pb), we must ensure that the final states from the decays of the new particles are not already
ruled out. One option for the new particles is to add k color adjoint scalars σiL/R, i = 1 · · · k to each of the two gauge groups.
The scalars are parity mirrors σL ↔ σR of each other. By choosing the multiplicity k we can dial the resulting axigluon width.
After the gauge symmetry breaking, we obtain the parity even/odd linear combinations σ± = (σL±σR)/
√
2 with equal masses
which we choose of order 100 GeV. Re-expressing the σ gauge couplings in terms of the axigluon field and σ± we find the
coupling
gsf
abcAcµ(∂
µσa+σ
b
− + ∂
µσa−σ
b
+) (11)
for each scalar-pseudoscalar pair. The axigluon width to decay into two scalars is
Γ = mA
kg2s
16pi
(
1− 4m
2
σ
m2A
)3/2
(12)
Thus to get a sufficiently large axigluon with we take k ∼ 5−10. To decay the scalars σ± we introduce dimension five couplings
L = g
2
sη+
48pi2Λ
tr (σ+FµνF
µν)− g
2
sη−
32pi2Λ
µναβtr
(
σ−FµνFαβ
)
, (13)
2 Hiding an s-channel heavy gluon resonance in tt¯ production by giving it a large width was recently suggested in [55].
3 Although CDF observes an intriguing and confusing excess of events with invariant masses near the top mass.
6Field SU(3)L SU(3)R
Q 3 1
Q′ 1 3
Q 1 3
U,D 1 3
U ′, D′ 3 1
U,D 3 1
φ 3 3
TABLE II: Fields and representations of the two site model.
which allow both σ+ and σ− to decay to pairs of gluons. Such couplings are obtained from integrating out Dirac fermions with
masses M = Λ and Yukawa couplings η = η+ + iη− to the scalars σL/R. In absence of any other significant decay channels for
the σ± the axigluon would predominantly decay to four jets. Such signatures would closely resemble those recently discussed
in the context of colorons arising from strong dynamics [79, 80]. We are not aware of any 4-jet searches at the Tevatron or LHC
which rule out this signal. Searches for 4-jet final states with multiple b-tags [81, 82] at the Tevatron do not apply here, and more
recent searches for gluinos with R-parity violating decays resulting in six jet final states have such aggressive cuts that axigluon
events would not pass selection cuts [83–85].
III. UV COMPLETIONS
In the previous Section we presented a gauge invariant Lagrangian for the axigluon. This Lagrangian is adequate as a low-
energy description of the axigluon and its interactions. However the scale suppressing higher dimensional operators cannot be
very high because ga = gs/3 requires λf/Λ = 1/
√
2. We therefore explore a few example UV completions.
A. A minimal two site model
The gauge group of this model is SU(3)L×SU(3)R spontaneously broken to SU(3)V by the VEV of a bifundamental scalar
φ. In addition to the fields of the previous model we introduce three generations of massive vector-like fermions Q+Q′ charged
under SU(3)R and U +U ′ +D+D′ charged under SU(3)L (see Table 2). A simple graphical representation for such a model
is shown in Figure 5, where the gauge groups are represented by circles and the bifundamental scalar φ is a line connecting the
two circles.4
✧✦
★✥
✧✦
★✥
SU(3)L SU(3)R
Q, U¯ , D¯
U ￿, D￿
U,D
Q￿, Q¯
φ
FIG. 5: Moose diagram for the 2 site model.
The fermions have the mass terms and couplings
L = Q(MQ′ + λφ†Q) + U(MU ′ + λφU) +D(MD′ + λφD) , (14)
where flavor and parity symmetries ensure equality of the masses and couplings. To determine the axigluon couplings to the
light fermions we may integrate out the massive fields perturbatively, expanding to second order in φ/M , and treating terms
with φ’s as interactions. Alternatively, we may first substitute the VEV for φ and diagonalize the mass matrices for the fermions
4 As described so far this model has SU(3)3L and SU(3)
3
R anomalies. These can be canceled by additional fermions Q
′ charged under SU(3)L and Q′′
charged under SU(3)R. These fermions can be given a large Dirac mass with each other after SU(3)L × SU(3)R breaking.
7exactly. Doing the former, we would obtain the Lagrangian of the previous section (4) with Λ = M . Doing the latter, we first
diagonalize the fermion mass matrices by defining
Qheavy =
1√
M2 + λ2f2
(MQ′ + λfQ)
QSM =
1√
M2 + λ2f2
(−λfQ′ +MQ) , (15)
and similar linear combinations for U and D. The coupling of the massless linear combination QSM to the axigluon is obtained
by solving for Q and Q′ in terms of Qheavy and QSM and substituting them into the gauge kinetic terms for Q and Q′. We find
that the axigluon couples axially to standard model and heavy quarks with coupling ga = gs (1− λ2f2/M2)/(1 + λ2f2/M2).
There is also a coupling of the axigluon to one standard model and one heavy quark given by
gs
2Mλf
M2 + λ2f2
(
Q†SM /AAQheavy +Q
†
heavy /AAQSM
)
− (Q→ U,D), (16)
which, as will be discussed in the phenomenology section, can have interesting phenomenological consequences.
Note that in this model the SM Yukawa couplings can be obtained from renormalizable couplings. For example, for the
up-type Yukawa couplings we may write
YuQ
′†HU → −Yu Mλf
M2 + λ2f2
Q†SMHUSM (17)
As written, these Yukawa couplings break the parity symmetry and lead to small radiatively generated differences between the
left and right parameters in (14). This leads to small vectorial couplings for the axigluon. It is possible to restore the approximate
parity symmetry of the strong sector by also adding the Yukawa couplings YuQ†HU ′.
The large width of the axigluon in this model derives from the decay into heavy-light fermion combinations. The coupling
gmixeda for this decay can be read off from (16). In the limit where the axigluon coupling to the SM fermions ga becomes small
this coupling approaches gs, and the width is given by (10).
If the heavy fermions are too heavy to provide a significant width for the axigluon we must add new light particles. As in the
model of the previous section we can add k copies of scalars σiL/R with masses of order 100 GeV. The axigluon width into these
particles is given by (12). To generate the dimension 5 operators which allow the scalars σ± to decay we introduce a vector-like
colored fermion for each of the gauge groups and write the couplings
ψL(M + (λ+ + iλ−)σL)ψL + ψR(M + (λ+ + iλ−)σR)ψR . (18)
Integrating out the fermions generates the desired dimension 5 terms at one loop.
B. The symmetric g-G-g model
This model can be described using the graphical representation of Figure 6. There are three distinct SU(3) gauge groups.
The two external ones have equal gauge couplings g, as required by parity, and the central one has gauge coupling G > g. The
action of parity in this model is Q↔ (U,D), Q′ ↔ (U ′, D′), φ1 ↔ φ2 and FL ↔ FR.
✫✪
✬✩
✫✪
✬✩
✫✪
✬✩
φ1 φ2
Q, U ￿, D￿ Q￿, U , DQ¯ ,U¯ , D¯
g gG
FIG. 6: Graphical representation for the g-G-g model.
After the link fields develop a (parity preserving) VEV φi ≡ f 13 there is one massless gauge boson that corresponds to the
gluon, and two massive gauge bosons. One is odd under the parity transformation and is identified with the axigluon while
the other is even under parity and corresponds to a “heavy gluon”. In terms of the original parameters we find that the QCD
couplings is gs = gG/
√
g2 + 2G2, the axigluon mass is Ma = gf , and the heavy gluon mass is MG =
√
g2 + 2G2 f . We will
assume that G  g, so that the heavy gluon is much heavier and more weakly coupled to the SM fermions than the axigluon
and thus does not contribute to low energy phenomenology.
8In this model the fermions that are charged under the “external” gauge groups have Yukawa couplings to the fermions charged
under the “central” gauge group given by
L = Q(λ1φ†1Q+ λ2φ†2Q′) + U(λ1φ1U ′ + λ2φ2U) + (U ↔ D) + h.c. (19)
with λ1 ∼ λ2. Consequently when the scalar fields get a VEV there is a combination of Q and Q′ that gets a mass MH =√
λ21 + λ
2
2 f with Q¯ (analogously, the U and D fields get a mass with U¯ and D¯), and the other combination is identified with the
standard model QSM . Rewriting the original fields in terms of the standard model fields and the heavy fields we find that both
couple axially to the axigluon with a coupling ga = gs(λ22 − λ21)/(λ22 + λ21). There is also a coupling of the axigluon to a light
and a heavy field with strength gHL = 2gsλ1λ2/(λ22 + λ
2
1), which reproduces the result from the phenomenological model for
λ1/λ2 ↔ λf/Λ.
The SM Yukawa couplings in this model may be generated in the same way as in the model of the previous section. The large
axigluon width may again be generated from decay into heavy-light fermions or from decay into additional scalars. This model
is gauge anomaly free provided that Q,U,D and the leptons have the usual SM SU(2)× U(1) charge assignments.
C. The G-g-G model for large axigluon widths
✫✪
✬✩
✫✪
✬✩
✫✪
✬✩
φ1 φ2
Q¯, Q￿
U ￿, D￿
U¯ , D¯Q ,U , D
G Gg
FIG. 7: Graphical representation for the G-g-G model.
This model is represented graphically in Figure 7. It is also anomaly free. One can infer the masses of the axigluon and heavy
gluon in the G-g-G model from the previous one by changing g ↔ G. The QCD coupling is given by gs = gG/
√
2g2 +G2. We
include fermions charged under the central SU(3) with the same quantum numbers as the SM quarks. In addition, we include
heavy vector-like fermions which are charged under the external gauge groups and which mix with the fermions of the middle
group. We will be interested in taking G > g. In this limit the axigluon has a large coupling to heavy fermions and can therefore
have a large width. The downside is that the axigluon and the “heavy gluon” are approximately degenerate so that we must
arrange for the heavy gluon couplings to be very small. We start with the Lagrangian
L = Q(MQ′ + λφ†1Q) + U(MU ′ + λφ2U) +D(MD′ + λφ2D) + h.c. (20)
After substituting the VEV for the scalar fields and diagonalizing the mass matrix one finds the axigluon’s couplings to two SM
quarks, one SM quark and one heavy quark, and to two heavy quarks
gSMa =
G√
2
2
1 + 2
gmixeda =
G√
2

1 + 2
gheavya =
G√
2
1
1 + 2
. (21)
Analogously, the couplings to the heavy gluon are
gSMH =
G22 − 2g2√
2G2 + 4g2
1
1 + 2
gmixedH =
G2 + 2g2√
2G2 + 4g2
−
1 + 2
gheavyH =
G2 − 2g22√
2G2 + 4g2
1
1 + 2
(22)
As desired the axigluon is weakly coupled to SM quarks if  is small. The heavy gluon couplings are vectorial and have
contributions from two small terms with opposite signs. In order for the model to not predict obvious features in the tt¯ and dijet
mass spectra we must assume a cancellation of about 30% between the two terms G2 − 2g2.
Because the quarks charged under the central gauge group have exactly the same quantum numbers as the standard model ones
it is trivial to write the Yukawa couplings to the Higgs. This model is more efficient in giving the axigluon a large width because
the couplings to heavy-light fermions and to pairs of heavy fermions are enhanced by factors of 1/ and 1/2, respectively.
IV. COLLIDER PHENOMENOLOGY
Before committing to a particular decay for the axigluon we can make two model independent predictions about axigluon
cross sections at the Tevatron and LHC.
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FIG. 8: Four scenarios for axigluon decay.
First, the axigluon is produced with a large cross section in the s-channel at the Tevatron. In the narrow width approximation
(which is not unreasonable even at 20% width) we expect a total axigluon production cross section of 50-100 pb at the Tevatron
in the region of parameter space which can explain the tt¯ asymmetry. About 1% of the axigluons contribute to a slight increase
in the tt¯ cross section. Tevatron dijet bounds allow only about 10% of the events to decay into dijets unless the axigluon
extremely broad. Therefore most axigluons must decay into multi-jet final states for which there have not been dedicated
searches. Whatever the final state, events rates so large that a dedicated search for that particular multi-jet final state would be
sensitive to our signal.
Second, the axigluon as well as the colored particles which it decays into, can be pair produced with their respective QCD
cross sections at the Tevatron and especially at the LHC. For example, in the interesting region of parameter space the cross
section for axigluon pair production at the 7 TeV LHC is between 10 and 50 pb [80].5 Given that the axigluons decay to
multi-jets we predict events with 6, 8, or even 12 jets with a cross section of 10s of pb.
In the following we briefly discuss four possible scenarios for the axigluon decays. Since the production cross section at the
Tevatron is so large, the axigluon would be ruled out if it had a significant branching fraction to leptons. A fifth possibility of
decaying the axigluon into a pair of heavy particles which then decay into soft jets and slowly moving WIMPs appears to be
already ruled out by early LHC searches [86]. We therefore concentrate on the four multi-jet final states depicted in Figure 8.
1. Decay to a light quark accompanied by a heavy quark which then decays to a light quark and an axion. The axion then
further decays into a boosted bb¯ pair (first diagram in Fig. 8). This would presumably be reconstructed as a three jet final
state of which one is b-tagged. The axion jet would have a peculiar signature with very few tracks originating from the
decay of a colorless particle, but it would have two displaced vertices. One could reconstruct the total invariant mass as
well as the heavy quark invariant mass at the Tevatron. At the LHC one would look for a final state with 6 jets of which two
are b-tagged from axigluon pair production, or for a four jet final state with two b-tags from heavy quark pair production.
2. Decay to a light quark accompanied by a heavy quark which then decays to three jets (second diagram in Fig. 8). This 4 jet
final state would allow reconstruction of the total invariant mass as well as the heavy quark invariant mass at the Tevatron.
At the LHC one would look for an 8 jet final state from axigluon pair production.
3. Decay to a scalar-pseudoscalar pair which each decay into 2 gluon jets (third diagram in Fig. 8). This final state would
allow reconstruction of both resonances as well as the total axigluon resonance at the Tevatron. At the LHC one would
look for an 8 jet final state from axigluon pair production.
4. Decay to a pair of heavy fermions which decay into 3 jets each (fourth diagram in Fig. 8). This final state resembles
the decay products of hadronic top pairs. Similar events are also expected from R-parity violating gluino decays and
a dedicated search for this final state was performed by CDF and CMS [84, 85]. In order to suppress the large QCD
background both analyses applied very stringent cuts which would eliminate all events in which the six jets come from
axigluon decay. However, direct QCD pair production of the heavy quarks and subsequent decay to six jets would result
in events which the search is sensitive to. This scenario is therefore strongly constrained by the two searches. The CDF
search rules out heavy quark masses below about 140 GeV whereas the CMS search rules out masses from 170 GeV to
about 300 GeV. These bounds apply to color octet fermions. Color triplets have smaller QCD cross sections, but most of
our UV completions require multiple such fermions to obtain a sufficiently large axigluon width.
5 Most UV completions for the axigluon model give rise to a gstrFµν [A
µ
A, A
ν
A] operator which couples two axigluons to a single gluon. The coefficient of
this operator is not fixed by gauge invariance. We assumed the tree level value for it (χ = 1 in the notation of [79]).
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